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Slice imaging: A new approach to ion imaging and velocity mapping
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In this article we present a new approach to the already popular methods of ion imaging and velocity
mapping. The novelty of this approach is that the speed and angular distributions are measured
directly from the images without the need of inverse Abel transformation as in the conventional
approaches. This is achieved by using delayed pulsed extraction of the ions following
photodissociation and positioning of the nascent products. Delayed pulsed extraction causes a
sufficient velocity spread in the ion cloud such that the time width of the ion packet at the detector
is on the order of 500 ns. By using a narrow detector time gate~,40 ns! we are able to image only
thecenter sliceof the ion packet. The result is equivalent to that obtained by conventional methods
using the inverse Abel transform, however, the artificial noise introduced by this transform is
eliminated. The energy resolution of the new approach is at least comparable to that achieved with
the velocity mapping technique. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In most chemical dynamics experiments the desi
quantity to measure is the state-resolved differential cr
section (ds/dV).1 Chandler and Houston introduced ion im
aging in 1987,2 demonstrating for the first time the potenti
of this method to image scattering processes. A major dr
back of the method was its limiting energy resolution~typi-
cally 15%–20%! coupled with the ‘‘magical and mysterious
inverse Abel transformation,3 which is used to invert the
two-dimensional images to give the three-dimensional pr
uct speed distribution.2 Eppink and Parker introduced a rem
edy to the relatively low resolution in 1997.4 They used an
inhomogeneous extraction field that essentiallyfocused ion
velocities onto the imaging plane, thus improving the energy
resolution by almost an order of magnitude to 2%–5
However, the necessity for the inverse Abel transform
mained.

The use of the Abel transform requires an axis of cyl
drical symmetry parallel to the imaging plane. For doub
resonance experiments, for which photofragment polar
tion is present, both the photolysis and probe laser polar
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tion directions must be parallel if the inverse Abel transfo
is to be used. While it is possible to measure the photofr
ment alignment from Abel-invertible images,5 it may be
more convenient to do so directly from noncylindrical sym
metric slice images. Most importantly, certain polarizati
parameters, most notably the Im@a1

(k)(i ,')# interference pa-
rameter, canonly be measured from non-Abel-invertible ge
ometries~when the laser polarizations arenot parallel!.

In this article we introduce an alternative method to i
imaging that includes features of velocity mapping and
lows thedirect measurement ofds/dV ~without requiring
cylindrical symmetry!, thereby eliminating the need for in
version techniques such as the Abel transform. In addit
the energy resolution remains comparable to that of velo
mapping. For a test case we study the photodissociatio
Cl2 at 355 nm by probing the ground spin-orbit state of t
Cl-atom photofragment.

II. BASIC PRINCIPLES

A. Kinematics of the single uniform acceleration field

This method has been presented in recent review6,7

however, we would like to go over the kinematics of th
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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3849Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 72, No. 10, October 2001 Slice imaging
ions, primarily used along the time-of-flight~TOF! axis,
since this point is essential in our new approach. In the sc
matic of a traditional ion imaging setup shown in Fig. 1, io
are created in a homogeneous extraction fieldE that acceler-
ates them towards the position-sensitive imaging detector
achieve mass resolution, the extraction field is coupled
field-free drift region that prolongs the flight time of the ion
towards the detector. In addition this drift region allows s
ficient time for the ion cloud to expand in diameter th
achieving better speed resolution.

Shown in Fig. 2~a! is a simulation of a photofragmen
imaging experiment following the photodissociation of a
atomic molecule (A2→2A). The simulation parameters wer
chosen to match our experimental conditions:L545 cm, d
51 cm, E5333 V/cm~acceleration field!, c51240 m/s~mo-
lecular beam velocity!, and u051668 m/s ~photofragment
speed!. The spatial extent of the ion cloud at several tim

FIG. 1. Typical ion imaging setup, consisting of a homogeneous extrac

field Ē, a drift region of lengthL, and a position-sensitive detector~a phos-
phor screen combined with a CCD camera!.

FIG. 2. ~a! The upper panel depicts the spatial evolution of the ion cloud
its way to the detector for the case of a dc extraction field. The simula
was performed for ground-state Cl from the photodissociation of Cl2 at 355
nm ~c51240 m/s,u051700 m/s,L545 cm,d05di51 cm, E5333 V/cm!.
The thick line represents the position of the ions at 0, 0.25, 0.50, 1, 1.5,
9.75, and 10.75ms, assuming for simplicity an isotropic photofragme
distribution. The dotted circle is included to emphasize the distortion of
ion cloud by the acceleration.~b! The lower panel shows the time widthDT
of the ion cloud at the detector as function of the photofragment veloc
Here, a molecular beam velocityc51000 m/s is assumed. The differen
curves correspond to different photodissociation and positionsd0 in the
extraction region. Similar curves can be obtained by varying the extrac
field E, which is equivalent to varyingd0 .
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intervals is shown. It is immediately obvious that, althou
the vertical dimension of the ion cloud (Dy) increases con-
siderably during its drift time towards the detector, the ho
zontal spread (Dx) is nearly invariant. In Fig. 2~b! we plot
the temporal spread of the ion packet along the TOF axis
a function ofu0 for the experimental conditions used in th
simulation. We observe thatDT is extremelysmall and varies
almost linearly withu0 .

B. Conventional versus pulsed extraction „slice
imaging …

As we saw by the discussion in the previous paragra
when using constant~dc! extraction fields, there is alway
crushingof the ion Newton sphere along the TOF axis. B
introducing a time delayt following the photodissociation
and positioning processes, the position of the ions with
spect to the extractor grid are

d5d02ct, ~1a!

df5d02~c1u0!t5d2u0t, ~1b!

db5d02~c2u0!t5d1u0t, ~1c!

where d0 is the initially created position of the ions (t
50), df is the position of the forward-scattered ions, anddb

is the position of the backward-scattered ions after timet,
when the extraction field is switched on. In this case,
temporal spread of the ion cloud along the TOF axis
comes

DT5uTf~df ,v f !2Tb~db ,vb!u. ~2!

The influence of the extraction delayt on the spatial evolu-
tion of the ion cloud is presented in the simulation shown
Fig. 3~a!. The parameters in this simulation are identical
those used in Fig. 2~a! except that the photodissociation an
positioning take place in field-free conditions, i.e., both t
repeller and the extractor grid have equal potentials~typi-
cally grounded!. After a delay of 250 ns the repeller i
switched rapidly to 1 kV, so the ions experience an extract
field of 333 V/cm. Following evolution of the widthDx of
the ion cloud in Fig. 3~a! we observe the following. During
the time delayt, the ion cloud expands to a specific wid
~;0.8 mm!, then, following application of the extractio
field, Dx decreases, vanishes at the ‘‘geometricfocus’’ 8 ~lo-
cated a few centimeters behind the extractor grid!, and sub-
sequently increases rapidly. This increased spatial w
naturally corresponds to some larger spread in the arr
times of the ions. The temporal widthDT is plotted in Fig.
3~b! as a function of velocityu0 for various extraction de-
lays. This time delay thus provides a handle for controlli
the size of the ion packet along the TOF axis,while in the
meantime ensuring that the perpendicular size of the pac
fits on the imaging detector.

This technique is analogous totime lag focusing intro-
duced by Wiley and McLaren in their pioneering paper
TOF mass spectrometry.8 In their case, however, the time la
was introduced in order to improve the mass resolution
was thus intended to reduce the temporal spread of the
cloud caused by theinitial velocity spread. This was
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achieved by choosing operating conditions such that the
tial focus of the ion cloud occurred at the detector. In o
case, it is desirable to operate far from the spatial focus s
that the maximal spread in the ion cloud is achieved.

Figure 3~b! shows that a temporal spread on the order
400 ns can be achieved readily even for extremely l
speeds (u0'100 m/s). Using a moderately fast time ga
~,40 ns! on our imaging detector, we are able to image o
the center sliceof the ion cloud which is equivalent to a
intensity slice through the three-dimensional photofragm
distribution. This image~with in the limit of infinitesimal
slicing! is equivalent to the result obtained using the inve
Abel transform in conventional imaging.

III. EXPERIMENT

The apparatus used is described in detail elsewhe9

Briefly, a gas sample containing 5% Cl2 in He is expanded
into the source vacuum chamber via a homemade piezoe
trically actuated pulsed-molecular beam operating at 10
After passing through a skimmer and a collimator, the m
lecular beam is intersected at right angles by two coun
propagating laser beams. The photolysis laser beam is
erated by the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser~BMI series
5000!. The probe laser beam is generated by a MOPO
laser ~Spectra Physics 730DT10!. The Cl-atom photofrag-
ments are ionized using a two-photon resonant transi
4p(4P3/2)←3p5(2P3/2) 240.53 nm,10–12 and the ions pro-
duced are accelerated towards a homemade ion-imaging
tector. Ions of different mass separate according to th
time-of-flight during their field-free trajectory en route to th
detector. The length of this field-free drift region is;45 cm.

FIG. 3. ~a! The upper panel repeats the simulation of Fig. 2~a!, however, in
this case for delayed extraction of the ion cloud (t5250 ns). A space focus
appears in the drift region after which the axial width of the ion clo
increases rapidly.~b! The lower panel shows the time width of the ion clou
at the detector as function of the photofragment velocityu0 (c
51000 m/s). The different curves correspond to different delay timest. DT
increases almost linearly over a wide range of photofragment velocitie
well as extraction delays. The dependency ofDT on t shows a minimum at
zero delay times~dc extraction!.
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The detector gain is switched on at the proper arrival time
mass selection. Images appearing on the detector anod
recorded using charge coupled device~CCD! camera~Spec-
tra Source!.

A schematic of the ion optics used in this experiment
shown in Fig. 4. The optics consist of the repeller electro
that also serves as the molecular beam collimator and
extractor, a grounded flat grid. The quality of the grid
critical since the aberrations introduced by the grid are on
order of the grid hole dimension. For the results presen
here the grid used is an electroformed mesh with 333 li
per inch~Buckbey Mears MN-38 BM-0333-01! with a hole
size of 58mm and wire thickness of 12mm. An Einzel lens
assembly is mounted behind the extractor that consists
three slit electrodes. The Einzel lens is used tovelocity map
the photofragments, thus correcting for the finite extent
the interaction volume, and we found that the lens opera
voltage is not as critical as in the case of the conventio
velocity mapping geometry described in the pioneering pa
of Eppink and Parker.4 We observe that beyond aminimum
velocity mapping voltage, the lens operates as a geome
focusing lens thus allowing one to zoom in or out of desir
parts of the image, without affecting the spatial resolutio
For the present geometry we find that for a repeller volta
of 1000 V an Einzel lens voltage of;150 V is sufficient for
velocity mapping to be achieved, and these voltages s
approximately linearly with the repeller voltage.

IV. RESULTS

The photodissociation of Cl2 at 355 m has been exten
sively studied. The primary reaction channel is

Cl2→2Cl~2P3/2!, ~3!

as

FIG. 4. Scaled schematic of the ion optics~drawing units in mm!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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with a branching ratio of greater that 99%.13,14The transition
is a perpendicular one as the molecule is excited from
X(0u

1 ,V50) ground state to theC(1u ,V51) state. This
means that the transition dipole for this excitation lies p
pendicular to the molecular bond axis so that a molecule
have the maximum absorption probability when it lies p
pendicular to the laser polarization~electric field direction!.15

A. Slice imaging

The characteristics of slice imaging are summarized
Fig. 5. The region of interest of the mass time-of-flight sp
trum is shown in Fig. 5~a!. For t50 the mass spectrum
consists of two narrow peaks which correspond to35Cl and
37Cl. As predicted by the simulation in Fig. 3~a!, increasing
the time delay to 250 ns causes the two peaks to bec
broader and to start to be partially resolved. A further
crease in the time delay yields a broad unresolved mass p
Hence, although increasing the time delay would allow m
simple slicing, when multiple isotopes of the species bei
probed are present, the upper limit in the time delay is se
the amount of overlapping between the isotope peaks.
wish to point out here that, even in the absence of any
topes, if the delay times become too large, then the dim
sions of the ion cloud become comparable to the ion o
dimensions. When this happens, distortions due to edge
fects become apparent.

A series of images are presented in Fig. 5 that w
acquired at 25 ns time intervals, indicated by the comb str
ture in Fig. 5~a!, thus slicing through the35Cl ion cloud for
t5250 ns. The polarization of the photolysis laser for all t
images presented in this article is linear and vertical w
respect to the figure frame. Image A is the fastest part of
ion cloud and corresponds to fragments that are initia
backscattered. The appearance of a bright center core is
one expects for a sphere with an anisotropy parameter ob
521,14,15 i.e., maximum intensity along the equator. T
faint signal at larger radii is some leakage of the entire Cl
cloud because the 1100 dc voltage on the microchannel p
~MCP! stack is sufficient to detect some ions. While slici
at longer arrival times, the radius of the image increases

FIG. 5. ~a! The left panel depicts time-of-flight mass spectra for chlor
ions for various extraction delayst. With increasingt the peaks broaden
considerably over time. For a time delay oft5250 ns the images were take
for individual slices of the ion cloud at the positions indicated by A–
These images are given in~b! the right panel. Each of them was normalize
to increase the contrast for easier visualization. The relative signal inte
ties are contained in the overlaid curves, which represent horizontal
through the center of the image~summed over five adjacent rows!.
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becomes brighter on the edge and hollow in the center.The
image radius becomes maximum for image H and this im
corresponds to the center slice. The reverse trend follows a
we continue to probe at even longer arrival times, and ev
tually we startslicing mass37Cl. Thus we conclude that a
time delay oft5250 ns is sufficient for slice imaging th
35Cl photofragments.

B. Conventional velocity mapping versus slice
imaging

Figure 6~a! shows an image of a typical35Cl photofrag-
ment obtained using conventional velocity mapping, and t
image appears to be consistent with the predictions ab
(b521) and a detailed analysis of it is present
elsewhere.14 After appropriate image processing the spe
and angular distributions were determined and they are
sented in Figs. 7 and 8.6,16 Figure 6~b! is the center slice
image, H@Fig. 5~b!#.

The intensity cuts along the equator of the two imag
are presented in Fig. 6~c!. For conventional velocity mapping
the profile is characteristic of ab521,15 and one major
advantage of slice imaging becomes immediately appar
The long tail inherent in the projection of the entire phot
fragment Newton sphere was eliminated when perform
slice imaging. The sharpness of the outer edges is iden
thus indicating that the grid used in the extractor is of su
cient quality that it does not degrade the resolution of
image obtained, at least in comparison to conventional
locity mapping. In considering a situation in which multip
channels are involved, a very weak interior peak can be h
den under the tail of the outer peak and will thus be mis
when performing the inverse Abel transform. In the case
slice imaging, however, such a situation is circumvented

si-
ts

FIG. 6. Comparison between conventional ion imaging and slice imag
~a! Reproduction of a typical35Cl photofragment image~see Ref. 14! ob-
tained under velocity mapping conditions.~b! Image obtained using the slice
imaging technique. It corresponds to image H in Fig. 5~b!. The arrow indi-
cates the polarization axis of the photodissociation and ionization lasers~c!
The lower panel compares intensity profiles for cuts along the equator o
two images above.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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Recently, a further improvement in velocity mapping i
volved the use of an ion event counting acquisiti
method,17,18 whereby during the acquisition one determin
the centroidof each ion event~blob/spot!, sets the intensity
of the centroid pixelto 1 and all the other pixels to 0. Al
though this is an excellent way to correct detector inhom
geneities, it takes a very long time to acquire enoughcen-
troid statisticsto fill the entire image and thus enable one
perform the inverse Abel transform. The usual practice is
blur the pixilated image with some Gaussian function~typi-
cally 333 pixels! and subsequently perform the inver
Abel transform. This procedure however can be danger
because the inverse Abel transform requires thatthe entire
phase space of the photofragment Newton sphere
sampled, and this is NOT the same as smoothing sharp
tures using a Gaussian function. If however one were to
apply the event counting procedure to slice imaging since
inverse Abel transformation will not be applied, no smoo
ing of the data that artificially degrades the resolution wo
be needed.

C. Extracting angular distributions from slice images

The angular distributionI (u) for each speedappearing
in a slice image is obtained by integrating the image in
same manner as that in the case of the inverse Abel tr
formed image.16 That is,

I ~u!5
N~u!

Du
, ~4!

whereN(u) is the total pixel intensity in a radial sector ce
tered at the center of mass of the image, with an angleDu.

FIG. 7. ~a! Angular distributions obtained with conventional and with sli
imaging when the polarizations of the photolysis and probe lasers are
allel. Also shown is a fit to both data forb521. ~b! Angular distributions
obtained with slice imaging when the polarizations of the photolysis
probe lasers are crossed.
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Three distinct advantages of the slice imaging techniq
include the following.

~1! The noise introduced by the inverse Abel transform, p
ticularly that along the symmetry axis, is eliminate
This feature is demonstrated in Fig. 7~a! where the an-
gular distribution obtained using the inverse Abel tran
form shows artificial noise near the symmetry axis, wh
this noise isabsent in the angular distribution deter
mined from slice imaging.

~2! Abel-invertible geometries are no longer a prerequis
This is a tremendous asset when photofragment al
ment and orientation are present. For the case in han
has been shown that the Cl photofragments
aligned.19–21This would lead to deviation from the lim
iting b value of 21 when the photolysis and probe po
larizations are parallel, as is evident in both angular d
tributions in Fig. 7~a!. However, if one rotates the prob
polarization 90° with respect to the imaging plane~such
that the angle between the probe polarization and all
photofragment velocities detected in the slice image
approximately 90°!, then for this system, the trueb value
is measured. This is confirmed in Fig. 7~b! where the fit
to the data yieldsb520.9760.03.

~3! It is no longer necessary to have all velocities of t
photofragmentation process on thesame imagesince the
inverse Abel transform is no longer needed. Hence o
canexpandthe image on the detector as much as desi
~thereby losing the fast components! without any loss of
information for the slow components. In addition, th
use of a homogeneous electric field makes it possible

FIG. 8. ~a! Schematic of the slice imaging method. The center part of t
Newton spheres is cut out by means of a gated detector. The image
tained in this way are a projection of a very finite strip of the Newt
sphere.~b! The lower panel compares the speed distributions obtained w
velocity mapping and with slice imaging. The curves correspond to
images in Fig. 6.
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operate even at very low repeller voltages~,100 V!,
which is not possible with conventional velocity ma
ping because of lens aberrations.

D. Extracting speed distributions from slice images

Unlike the inverse Abel transform which yields an ima
that represents the intensity slice along a plane containing
symmetry axis, slice images are actually a projection o
very finite stripe of the Newton sphere. In order to obtain
speed distribution with the usualr sinu weighting of each
pixel,16 we must first divide out by theazimuthal contribu-
tion to the solid angle subtended at each radius. Shown in
Fig. 8~a! is the slicing of two concentric Newton sphere
Assuming that the lab velocity for the near perpendicu
direction of each concentric ion cloud is about the same, t
the spatial extent(dx) of the slice for each Newton spher
along the TOF axis will be approximately a constant for
radii. If the photolysis laser polarization is parallel to th
column directionof the data image, then fora row of data,
the slice intensity I R(u) can be related to corresponding i
tensity obtained from the conventional inverse Abel tra
form I R

A(r) as follows:

I R~r!'I R
A~r!dx⇒I R

A~r!}I R~r!. ~5!

Hence we observe that the procedure for obtaining the sp
distribution for slice images is identical to the procedu
used for conventional ion imaging and or velocity mappin
i.e., we weigh each pixel byr sinu.

The speed distributions for the Cl atoms determined
ing velocity mapping and slice imaging are presented in F
8~b!. The widths of the two distributions are comparab
However, as we explained earlier, we believe that theeffec-
tive resolution of slice imaging is in principle better than th
of conventional imaging since the tail in the intensity profi
of the image projection is not present in the slice image. O
can of course perform peak shaping to the intensity profile
the slice image to enhance the resolution even more, bu
beauty of this new method lies in its direct determination
both the speed and angular distribution without any ma
ematical transformation.
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